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Abstract
Objective: We validate an online, personalized mortality risk measure called ‘‘RealAge’’ assigned to 30 million individuals
over the past 10 years.
Methods: 188,698 RealAge survey respondents were linked to California Department of Public Health death records using a
one-way cryptographic hash of first name, last name, and date of birth. 1,046 were identified as deceased. We used Cox
proportional hazards models and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to estimate the relative scales and predictive
accuracies of chronological age, the RealAge score, and the Framingham ATP-III score for hard coronary heart disease
(HCHD) in this data. To address concerns about selection and to examine possible heterogeneity, we compared the results
by time to death at registration, underlying cause of death, and relative health among users.
Results: The RealAge score is accurately scaled (hazard ratios: age 1.076; RealAge-age 1.084) and more accurate than
chronological age (age c-statistic: 0.748; RealAge c-statistic: 0.847) in predicting mortality from hard coronary heart disease
following survey completion. The score is more accurate than the Framingham ATP-III score for hard coronary heart disease
(c-statistic: 0.814), perhaps because self-reported cholesterol levels are relatively uninformative in the RealAge user sample.
RealAge predicts deaths from malignant neoplasms, heart disease, and external causes. The score does not predict
malignant neoplasm deaths when restricted to users with no smoking history, no prior cancer diagnosis, and no indicated
health interest in cancer (p-value 0.820).
Conclusion: The RealAge score is a valid measure of mortality risk in its user population.
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via the internet (see www.realage.com) in the past 10 years. The
premise of the RealAge score is that a person in very good health
has a ‘‘real’’ biological age that is younger than his or her
chronological age. For example, a 35 year old with a RealAge of
30 is someone whose health and potential longevity are more like
those of average 30 year olds than average 35 year olds.
Conversely, a person in poor health may have a RealAge that is
higher than their chronological age. We therefore expect the
difference between the RealAge score and chronological age (the
‘‘RealAge delta’’) to be predictive of mortality, with negative
values indicating reduced risk and positive numbers indicating
increased risk. Moreover, if the score is scaled correctly, then the
increased risk resulting from an extra unit in the RealAge score
should be of the same magnitude as the increased risk due to an
extra year of life.
Future research should further evaluate the contributions of
specific inputs to online health risk assessments (from self-reports,
in particular), measure their accuracy in broader populations, and
test the efficacy of health advice provided to survey-takers.

Introduction
Between 70 and 90 percent of Americans seek out health
information online [1,2]. Personalized, automated health risk
assessments are an especially prominent source of information and
may be useful because they aggregate many different sources of
health information [3–6]. In particular, these evaluations may
have a positive impact on health outcomes since tailored health
information is thought to be more effective than general health
information in bringing about changes in health behaviors [7].
However, there is also widespread concern that online health
information may be of low quality and therefore its use might
mislead patients in their self-management [8,9]. Many influential
studies suggest that healthcare professionals should be careful only
to recommend high quality or credible online sources of health
information (see, for example, [3,10,11]). Therefore, it is
important to validate these online sources if they are to be used
by patients, healthcare providers, and the broader public.
Here, we evaluate a personalized health measure called
‘‘RealAge’’ that has been assigned to over 30 million individuals
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Data and Methods

Sample
The vast majority of RealAge respondents in our data
completed the survey in years 2005 through 2009. Therefore,
our analysis is most relevant for evaluating whether the RealAge
score is useful for predicting mortality risk in the short-term (one to
five years). Our results are more generalizable if we assume that
respondents have not recently altered their health behaviors (i.e.
their current responses are representative of their health behaviors
and conditions for a long period preceding the survey).
The RealAge score is most relevant to the population actually
using the metric. Table 1 describes the demographic characteristics of the RealAge California user population with complete
identifiers. The sample is predominantly female and white, most
users are married, and the average user possesses a college
education or higher.
It is also important to consider whether RealAge users are
representative in terms of causes of death and death rates
compared to the US population. Although the RealAge sample
is more middle-aged, on average, Figure S1 in Appendix S1 shows
that death rates in the RealAge population are comparable to
those in the US population as a whole up to about age 60, and
after that tend to be somewhat lower. Figures S2 and S3 in
Appendix S1 show the distribution of the RealAge delta in the
California sample and in the full US RealAge population,
respectively. The distribution of the score does not substantively
differ between the two groups. Table 2 shows the count of different
causes of death in our sample, along with average follow-up times
by cause of death. Tables S1, S2, and S3 in Appendix S1 show
causes of death by age group. Figures S4, S5, and S6 in Appendix
S1 show the distribution of the RealAge delta by age group among
deceased and surviving users in-sample.

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board
at the University of California, San Diego under protocol 111781,
‘‘RealAge Collaboration’’, and by the Committee for the
Protection of Human Subjects at the California Department of
Public Health under protocol 12-04-0053, ‘‘RealAge Collaboration - Prediction of Mortality Risk Using Online Health and
Health Interest Data’’.

Data
To test the RealAge score, two data sources that cover the time
period 2000 through 2010 were linked: online surveys of 188,698
RealAge users with complete identifiers (first name, last name, and
date of birth) living in California and the California Death
Statistical Master File. The RealAge online surveys contain
extensive information on user demographics, health status
(including health conditions such as diabetes and cancer), health
behaviors, and family health history (see www.realage.com for the
current implementation of the survey). While we do not possess
detailed information on the RealAge prediction procedure, we
note that reports by the company indicate that important
contributors to RealAge scores in its user base are: high blood
pressure and cholesterol, marriage, health insurance, employment
status, alcohol and tobacco consumption, and diabetes management.
In addition to the information collected from users to construct
their personal RealAge scores, the survey also requests information
on health interests, caregiver responsibilities, and a myriad of
conditions and health behaviors with relatively unknown relationships to mortality risk (relationships less well-established than high
blood pressure or diabetes, for example). Users are allowed to take
the survey more than once, but we restrict our analyses to the last
survey taken prior to 2011 (corresponding to the end of our
observation period).
The California Death Statistical Master File (CDSMF) is the
most complete record of deaths in California. It is maintained and
made available to researchers by the California Department of
Public Health. The file includes both resident and non-resident
deaths, and contains information such as first and last name, date
of birth, date of death, and underlying cause of death. The
RealAge data (188,698 users) was linked to this database using a
one-way, cryptographic hash of first name, last name, and date of
birth. Identifiers (duplicate first name, last name, and date of birth
records) that occur more than once in either dataset were excluded
from the final analysis (these accounted for 2% of the data).
Analysis data contained only a non-personally-identifiable record
number for each user.
Records with dates of birth for January 1 of each year and the
first of each month were excluded from the full-identifier sample
since histograms show an excess of birthdays on these dates,
suggesting users did not take time to fully enter their birth date
(these account for 4% of the data). Users for whom RealAge
maintained conflicting residences (e.g. more than one state of
residence or conflicting zip code/state of residence) were also
removed (these account for 7% of the data). 3% of users do not list
a gender and these observations were also removed. This process
leaves the 188,698 records noted above. We grouped causes of
death into three categories (malignant neoplasms/cancers, heart
diseases, and external causes excluding same-level falls) using
designations from the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth
Revision [12].

Model Description and Use for Scale Comparison
We use a series of Cox proportional hazards models ( [13], a
standard survival analysis tool [14]) to evaluate the scale and
accuracy of the RealAge score in predicting mortality within its
user population. For the scale evaluation, we are interested in
comparing the model coefficients for the RealAge score to the
coefficients for chronological age, so we test three survival models,
one with chronological age, one with RealAge, and one that
includes both chronological age and the ‘‘RealAge delta’’, which is
simply the RealAge minus chronological age. Since RealAge is
itself a function of age and other factors, the combined model
allows us to test 1) whether RealAge score is contributing to
predictive power of the model over and above the simple
relationship between age and mortality; 2) whether the model is
scaled appropriately.
Table 1. Demographics in RealAge California Full Identifier
Sample.

Age

Mean: 48

Female

73%

SD: 13

White

73%

Married

63%

College-educated (or higher)

49%

Ex-Smoker

33%

Current Smoker

14%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.t001
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Table 2. Causes of Death in RealAge California Full Identifier Sample.

Cause of Death

Count

Follow-Up* Mean

Follow-Up Median

Cancer

339

1114.6

917

– Lung Cancer

94

1090.8

899.5

– Breast Cancer

34

958.8

831

Heart Disease

252

1022.3

883

External Causes

104

937.3

785

– Unintentional Injury

61

960.1

842

– Suicide

32

863

730

Chronic Lower Respiratory

59

1020.3

887

# of users in sample

188,698

# deceased in sample

1,046

* Days from date of registration to date of death.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.t002

proportion assigned a lower mortality risk in the second model
minus the proportion assigned a higher mortality risk. The
integrated discrimination improvement (IDI) [17], also reported in
this paper, is the NRI over all mortality risk cutoffs.

The Cox proportional hazard model uses duration of survival to
estimate the ratio of the predicted risk of death to a baseline risk of
death that can vary arbitrarily with time. In our case, duration is
the time since the user last took the RealAge survey and this value
is censored if the user has not yet died on the last day of our time
range of observations (December 31, 2010). Also, each of the
models estimate here is stratified by gender, however, we do not
report the results separately because they do not substantively
differ (likely because the models examined here have already been
re-scaled to account for gender differences).

Comparison to ATP-III
In addition to validating the scale and accuracy of the RealAge
metric, it is also important to use the same data to test the RealAge
accuracy against a model that includes traditional risk factors. For
this test, we focus on the Framingham Adult Treatment Panel III
(ATP-III), a model that predicts hard coronary heart disease
(HCHD, which includes heart attack or coronary death) using the
risk factors age, hypertension, smoking, diabetes mellitus, and total
and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol among individuals
without diabetes or coronary heart disease. ATP-III is a less
accurate predictor of HCHD than other metrics, including the
Reynolds Risk Score [18], however, we are unable to evaluate the
RealAge score against these stronger metrics. Only around 1% of
users in our sample responded to questions on c-reactive protein
and family coronary heart disease history. In particular, family
coronary heart disease history was not included on the RealAge
survey prior to 2010.
It is important to note that both the ATP-III and the RealAge
score (likely based on information the ATP-III) are intended for
use in cases with 10 years or more of follow-up. This validation is
limited to only relatively short-term outcomes (with around 5 years
of follow-up), and should later be extended to 10 or more years of
follow-up.
There are two potential implementations of the ATP-III model
described in 2001 ( [19]) and on the Framingham Heart Study
website (http://www.framinghamheartstudy.org/risk/hrdcoronary.
html). The Framingham risk points model is a simple implementation of the risk factor categories that can be used by individuals and
primary care physicians. A Cox proportional hazards model
implementation of the risk factor prediction is an alternative, and
perhaps more accurate implementation, but is difficult to carry out in
the general population. Here, we implement the risk factor category
model because it can be self-administered. Consistent with its
intended use, we remove from all models individuals with diabetes
(8% of the sample) and conditions of the circulatory system (angina,
anemia, atrial fibrillation, heart attack, heart murmur/rheumatic
fever/damaged heart valve, irregular heartbeat, mitral valve
prolapse, peripheral arterial disease, and stroke) (8% of the sample).

Assessment of Model Performance
In addition to assessing the significance and scale of the RealAge
score, we also evaluate its ability to discriminate between relatively
healthy and unhealthy respondents (see [15] for a comprehensive
discussion of each of the assessment methods presented here). We
first use the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) to
test this discriminative ability. The ROC curve plots on the y-axis
the sensitivity, or true positive rate, and on the x-axis one minus
the specificity, or the false positive rate, across all cutoffs for the
probability of death during follow-up. We further report Harrell’s
c (c-statistic) [16], which is equal to the area under the ROC curve
for the binary deceased-not deceased outcome evaluated here, and
is the probability that between two randomly chosen individuals,
one deceased and one not, the decedent in the pair was assigned
the higher mortality risk.
Further, we assess the goodness-of-fit between the predicted
mortality risk and the observed mortality during follow-up. To do
this, we plot observed mortality rates against those predicted by
the model (a calibration plot), and draw a loess-smoothed line
through these points. If the models are well-calibrated, this line
should follow approximately the 45 degree line in the figure, or a
perfect correspondence between predicted and observed mortality.
Because discrimination and goodness-of-fit do not necessarily
convey sufficient information on changes in risk predictions for
individual respondents, we also test the extent to which surveytakers would be given higher or lower risk predictions that better
correspond to observed outcomes in an expanded model (e.g.
RealAge) over the original model (Framingham ATP-III). The net
reclassification improvement (NRI) [17] is the sum of 1) the
proportion of deceased respondents assigned a higher mortality
risk in the second model minus the proportion assigned a lower
mortality risk; and 2) the inverse for surviving respondents, or the
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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levels would be in the 4th or 5th risk categories (this very slightly
outperforms assignment to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd risk categories
alone). Assignment to the third highest, second highest, or highest
categories does not substantively alter results (all Framingham
models maintain a c-statistic, a measure of discriminative ability
described above, between 0.807 and 0.814).
Further, because only around one-half of users in our sample
report or attempt to guess their blood pressure (90.3% report or
guess), total cholesterol (67.5% report or guess), and HDL
cholesterol levels (56.5% report or guess), we impute unguessed
(missing) data using low/average/high values using the median of
five bootstrap estimates. These bootstrap estimates are again based
on covarying distributions of other self-reports, including a high
blood pressure indicator and body mass index. As noted above, the
imputation reduces bias that could be introduced by removing
these missing observations and ensures comparability to the full
RealAge population. However, our comparisons to a completecase only analysis suggests that this imputation for non-guessing
respondents does not meaningfully alter our model results.

However, leaving these individuals in the models does not alter our
results. We also limit the age range to 30 to 79 for consistency with
the Framingham model.
The RealAge survey does not require that respondents know
their exact blood pressure or cholesterol levels. Users who indicate
that they do not know these numbers are asked to guess whether
their numbers are low, average or high, but are not required to
guess these numbers. To avoid bias from excluding these users
from the model evaluation, we impute expected blood pressure
and cholesterol levels using the covarying distributions of other
variables (such as BMI). Table 3 shows the summary statistics of
this sample before and after imputation.
To complete this imputation for ‘‘guessing’’ users, we assign
‘‘low’’ responses to the lowest Framingham risk category,
‘‘average’’ to the second, and ‘‘high’’ to the third category (the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd out of 5 for total cholesterol and blood pressure,
and the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd out of 4 for HDL cholesterol–this very
slightly outperforms other choices, such as assignment to the 1st,
2nd, and 4th risk categories). We then impute exact levels using
the mean of five bootstrapped estimates from covarying distributions of other self-reports and replace assignments when these
estimates suggest that a user’s high blood pressure or cholesterol

Evaluation of Selection Concerns and Subgroup
Differences
Individuals visit realage.com to obtain personal health information, and this selection into the RealAge sample potentially biases
or alters the interpretation of our model estimates.
For example, cancer patients and survivors play an active role in
obtaining health information about their condition [20,21].
Relatively ‘‘unhealthy’’ (by the RealAge score) individuals might
only seek out health information when facing serious illness, and a
possible correspondence between the RealAge score and healthinformation seeking rather than health itself would inflate the
estimates presented here. This hypothesis is in line with recent
work arguing that internet users who search for health information
broadly segregate into wellness-only and illness-only informationseeking groups [22].
Similarly, patients with terminal illness may seek out health
information that directly corresponds to their doctors’ prognosis,
and the relative accuracy of this prognosis rather than personal
health status (as indicated by the RealAge score) would affect the
size of the model coefficients.
To address these concerns, we consider the possibility that
among those users who die during the observation period, the
RealAge score and the registration date of a RealAge user may be
related to diagnosis/prognosis and time to death. To test this, we
compare model results of users who registered at least two years
prior to death to the full sample. If the results are insensitive to this
confounder, then we expect RealAge to be equally predictive in
this group.
Second, we consider the possibility that the RealAge score
predicts only deaths among users with known and reported serious
illness, such as cancer, but not among relatively healthy users. To
evaluate this, we restrict our analysis to those users who have no
cancer diagnosis and no expressed interest in cancer, no heart
attack or stroke diagnosis and no interest in heart disease, and no
indicated depression diagnosis and no interest in factors that lead
to deaths from external causes. To further assess the possible
health information contribution of the RealAge score, we restrict
our analysis of cancer and heart disease deaths to users with no
smoking history (we do not restrict to the external causes sample to
no smoking, no depression diagnosis/interest because around 90%
of users who die from external causes indicate smoking behavior
and/or depression).
It is important to also test the validity of the RealAge score in
specific sub-populations and by cause of death. For example, users

Table 3. Summary Statistics in RealAge California Full
Identifier Sample, ages 30 to 79, no diabetes or pre-existing
circulatory conditions.

Women-original
Characteristics

n = 101,911

Age, mean (SD)

49.2 (11.0)

Total cholesterol, mean (SD)
(%NA)

183.8 46.1 (65.0)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

18.9/24.0/4.6 (52.5)

HDL cholesterol mean (SD)

62.8 18.3 (78.8)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

2.6/24.4/15.5 (57.4)

Systolic Blood Pressure,
mean (SD)

116.5 (140.5)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

18.4/54.0/7.3 (20.3)

BP treatment, n (%)

11,021 (10.8)

Current smoker, n (%)

11,107 (10.9)

Heart disease deaths, n (%)

58 (0.06)
Men-original

Characteristics

n = 38,671

Age, mean (SD)

51.8 (11.9)

Total cholesterol, mean (SD)
(%NA)

172.3 (46.6) (57.9)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

17.6/28.7/5.7 (48.0)

HDL cholesterol mean (SD)

53.6 17.9 (73.4)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

3.3/30.2/13.5 (53.0)

Systolic Blood Pressure,
mean (SD)

120.8 14 (47.8)

- % low/medium/high (NA)

11.1/58.0/11.1 (19.8)

BP treatment, n (%)

5,427 (14.0)

Current Smoker, n (%)

4,595 (11.9)

Heart Disease Deaths, n (%)

77 (0.2)

Women-imputed

38.0/54.6/7.4 (0)

3.1/64.1/32.8 (0)

19.6/71.4/9.0 (0)

Men-imputed

32.7/58.4/8.9 (0)

3.9/69.5/26.6 (0)

12.2/74.6/13.2 (0)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.t003
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under 45 are both much less likely to die than older users, and tend
to die from very different underlying causes. To assess whether the
RealAge score performs equally well for all ages, we run survival
models for age groups 25 to 44, 45 to 64, and 65 to 84.
Last, we test the RealAge score using age in the base hazard.
This model specification may be more appropriate for this analysis
because it allows us to estimate the effects of age semiparametrically [23,24].

Table 5. Framingham Hard Coronary Heart Disease 10-Year
Risk Model results.

Results
Comparison of Age and RealAge Coefficients
Table 4 shows that the RealAge score predicts mortality on
scale with age-based risk in the user population. Table S4 in
Appendix S1 shows the log-likelihood for this table. A hazard ratio
(HR) of 1.076 for age means that an individual’s mortality risk
increases by 7.6% over the baseline hazard at a given time
following survey completion for each additional year of age.
Identically, each additional year of RealAge also increases risk by
7.9%. When we decompose these two factors in the combined
model, the estimates change only slightly – each year of age
increases risk by 7.6% while each unit increase in the RealAge
delta increases risk by 8.4%.
Since the combined model controls for age, the significant
coefficient on the RealAge delta suggests that the other health data
incorporated into the RealAge is improving the predictive power
of the model, and the approximately equal coefficients suggest that
users have a risk of mortality that is ‘‘as if’’ they had a
chronological age equal to their RealAge score. For example, a
35 year-old with a RealAge score of 30 has a RealAge delta of 25
and therefore a risk ratio over baseline hazard of
exp(35|log(1:07556){5|log(1:08358))~8:57. This is close to
the risk ratio implied by the model with age alone for the average
30 year old: exp(30|log(1:07638))~9:09.

Table 4. Comparison of Age and RealAge.

Age

RealAge

p

1.076

(1.071, 1.081)

0.000

HR

(2.5%, 97.5%)

p

1.079

(1.075, 1.083)

0.000

HR

(2.5%, 97.5%)

p

p

(1.151, 1.269)

0.000

Age:Current Smoker (points)

1.344

(1.220, 1.480)

0.000

Blood Pressure (points)

1.274

(1.069, 1.519)

0.007

Cholesterol (points)

0.894

(0.781, 1.023)

0.105

HDL Cholesterol (points)

1.199

(0.960, 1.496)

0.110

# of users in sample

140,582

# deceased in sample

135

In Figure 1 we compare the accuracy of the RealAge and
Framingham models using a receiver-operator curve that tests the
accuracy of each model in predicting death for all possible model
thresholds. As noted in the methods section, better fitting models
yield fewer false positives and more true positives and therefore
have curves that are higher and to the left. Further, the area under
the curve (the c-statistic) corresponds to the probability that
between two randomly chosen individuals, one who has died and
one who has not, the mortality risk model assigned a higher risk of
death to the decedent. Notice that the RealAge model performs
best with a c-statistic of 0.847, while the age-only model yields a cstatistic of 0.784.
In comparison, the Framingham ATP-III model yields a cstatistic of 0.810. An alternative version of the Framingham model
that uses unscaled age rather log-scaled age performs nearly
identically with a c-statistic of 0.810. To assess whether simpler
indicators of health upon which the ATP-III is based might yield a
better model, we tried a third version in which we only used the
most basic predictors of heart health: unscaled age, current
smoker, an indicator for high blood pressure, and an indicator for
high cholesterol. This version yielded a c-statistic of 0.807. Further,
the integrated discrimination improvement (IDI) comparing the
unscaled points model to the simplified, indicator-only model was
not significant (0.000, 95% CI: [–0.001, 0.001], p-value = 0.698),
supporting the hypothesis that specific, user-reported blood
pressure and cholesterol levels do not contribute to improved risk
predictions in this data. In contrast, the IDI for the RealAge model
compared to the Framingham unscaled points model was highly
significant (0.004, 95% CI: [0.002, 0.011], p-value ,0.001). We
note that we obtain substantively equivalent estimates from the net
reclassification improvement (Framingham comparison: –0.096,
95% CI: [–0.186, 0.187], p-value = 0.831; RealAge to Framingham
comparision: 0.314, 95% CI: [0.172, 0.433], p-value ,0.001).
Tables S5 and S6 in Appendix S1 show the coefficient estimates
for the unscaled age Framingham model and the simple risk
factor-only (unscaled age) models, respectively. We also show in
Appendix S1 Figures S7 through S11 the results of the calibration
analysis. These figures show that all models except for the rescaled, original version of the Framingham ATP-III are wellcalibrated.

The results of the ATP-III risk factor model are presented in
Table 5. The ATP-III model underperforms what we would
expect in a population with accurate blood pressure and
cholesterol levels. Because the point inputs in this model have
been rescaled in order to be combined for an overall risk indicator,
each of the model coefficients in Table 5 would be equivalent or
nearly equivalent if they contributed as equally strong risk
predictors. In particular, the coefficient on total cholesterol level
suggests that user-reported cholesterol levels are uninformative.
The model predicts coronary death primarily from age and
current smoking behavior.

(2.5%, 97.5%)

(2.5%, 97.5%)

1.208

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.t005

Comparison to Framingham Risk Scores

HR

HR
Age (points)

Age

1.076

(1.070, 1.081)

0.000

Estimates by Age and Cause of Death

RealAgeDelta

1.084

(1.077, 1.090)

0.000

# of users in sample

188,698

# deceased in sample

1,046

In Table S7, Table S9, and Table S11 in Appendix S1, we show
that the RealAge score is predictive of death within each age
group, including 25 to 44 (risk ratio for a unit change in age:
1.049, RealAge delta: 1.087), 45 to 64 (age: 1.064, RealAge delta:
1.094), and 65 to 85 (age: 1.086, RealAge delta: 1.070). Tables S8,

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.t004
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Figure 1. Comparison of RealAge, Age, and Framingham ATP-III models. (Time-dependent ROC curve at 5 years). This figure shows
the discriminative ability of Cox proportional hazards models for age, age and RealAge, and the Framingham ATP-III scores. Models with ROC curves
higher and to the left show better discrimination between unhealthy and healthy respondents–here meaning that, between a pair of randomly
chosen respondents, the deceased user was assigned a higher predicted mortality risk. Calibration plots are included in Appendix S1 (Figures S7
through S11), and show that models with unscaled age are well-calibrated. Results in the text (the net reclassification improvement and the
integrated discrimination improvement) show that the RealAge score provided improved case-by-case risk predictions compared to the Framingham
models.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.g001

that people who increase their search for health information
immediately following a diagnosis are not driving the relationships
we observe.
Age and RealAge maintain approximately equal accuracy for
deaths from heart disease among users with no reported history of
heart attack or stroke (or reported health interest in these topics).
Also, the discrepancy between age and RealAge for cancer deaths
among those with no prior interest or reported cancer diagnosis is
constant between the cancer diagnosis and no cancer diagnosis
models. As before, the RealAge score is predictive of deaths from
external causes for users with no prior interest or reported
depression diagnosis, while age is not predictive for these deaths.
These results provide preliminary evidence that the overall
comparisons of age and Realage are not substantially confounded
by illness-only information-seeking behaviors.
Tables S20, S21, and S22 show the results with smokers
excluded (the external causes table is no depression only). The
heart disease and external cause analyses are not substantially
altered by the restrictions. However, the RealAge score does not
predict cancer deaths among this specific ‘‘healthy’’, never-smoked
group of users. Figures 2, S12 (a duplicate of Figure 2 for format
consistency), S13, and S14 in Appendix S1 compare the
distribution of the RealAge delta among deceased/surviving users

S10, and S12 in Appendix S1 show substantively equivalent results
with age in the base hazard. The RealAge score is more predictive
among younger users than users 65 or older. The performance of
the RealAge score under age 45 is notable because most deaths at
these ages are from unintentional injuries, suicides, and murders.
Meanwhile, results by cause of death in Tables S13, S15, and
S17 in Appendix S1 show that the RealAge score is as predictive as
age for heart disease death (risk ratio for a unit change in age:
1.088, RealAge delta: 1.105), less predictive (but still significant)
for cancers (age: 1.094, RealAge delta: 1.054), and more predictive
of deaths from external causes (age: 0.992, RealAge delta: 1.090).
Tables S14, S16, and S18 in Appendix S1 show substantively
equivalent results with age in the base hazard. We note, in results
not shown here, that age is predictive for deaths from external
causes within age groups 25 to 44 and 65 to 84 (with coefficients
1.03 and 1.05), while coefficients for the RealAge delta does not
vary from the full group (25 to 84) to the age subgroups.

Estimates for Users with at Least Two Years of Follow-up
and No Reported Prior Diagnosis
Table S19 in Appendix S1 shows that results do not change
when we restrict our analysis to users who registered on the site at
least 2 years prior to death. This finding provides some evidence
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Figure 2. Comparison of RealAge score distributions for all deceased/surviving users and deceased/surviving ‘‘healthy’’ users heart disease. The red lines indicate that the users are deceased and black lines indicate that the users were not identified as deceased. The dotted
lines indicate that the group excluded users with a history of heart attack, stroke (or interest in either of heart attack or stroke topics), or smoking.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0086385.g002

Further, many users may incorrectly self-diagnose. However,
use of self-reported data to evaluate the RealAge score is
appropriate because the users obtain this health metric from their
self-reports. The metric is only useful to the extent that it on
average predicts mortality in the presence of some user error.
There is some evidence that the use of RealAge leads to lower
reported waist circumference [25] and, on average, we observe
weight loss (a few pounds for each new update that does not
appear to be a ‘what-if’ weight report) among RealAge users who
take the test more than once. For our purposes here, this means
that the RealAge scores of surviving users may decrease (slightly)
over time, and this would lead to lower RealAge scores for
surviving users overall.
We note that RealAge recommends behavior changes and
medications to RealAge survey takers, and that these recommendations are personalized according to the RealAge score results.
For example, many users at a higher risk of heart disease will be
recommended a low daily dose of aspirin and cholesterol lowering
medications. Whether these RealAge score-related recommendations affect the course of illness is an avenue of future study.
Finally, we cannot yet fully address the possibility that
terminally ill patients who use the site are more likely to have
high RealAge scores that do not reflect their general health prior
to their illness. However, our analyses restricting time to death and
cause of death suggest that the results are insensitive to this
confounder.

with no health restrictions to deceased/surviving users with the
health and interest restrictions in this sensitivity analysis.

Discussion
In this online context that relies on self-reported medical
information, the RealAge score outperforms the Framingham
ATP-III model. This is perhaps in part because additional inputs
make the RealAge model less reliant on the potentially inaccurate
blood pressure and cholesterol level reports. This result suggests
that factors which are relatively simple and unlikely to be
consistently misreported may lead to improved health assessments
in online ecologies.
The validation of the RealAge score in its user population is
appropriate because the score has been assigned to this group.
However, our results are not necessarily generalizable beyond the
RealAge user base. The RealAge user population is not
representative of the US population at large, though it may be
relatively representative of the part of the population that is mostly
white, female, college-educated, older, and seeking health information (see Table 1 for summary statistics).
There is some indication that users fill out ‘what-if’ conditions
and health statuses (such as different weights and cancer histories).
This behavior will reduce the efficiency of our models and very
likely attenuate the coefficient estimates on condition variables.
Estimates of the effects of specific conditions on health outcomes
would likely be better evaluated through verified diagnoses.
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results–unscaled age. Table S6 Framingham Hard Coronary
Heart Disease 10-Year Risk Model results–indicators only,
unscaled age. Table S7 25 to 44 - model results. Table S8 25
to 44 - model results (age base). Table S9 45 to 64 - model results.
Table S10 45 to 64 - model results (age base). Table S11 65 to
84 - model results. Table S12 65 to 84 - model results (age base).
Table S13 All users - Death from Heart Disease. Table S14
Death from Heart Disease (age in base hazard). Table S15 All
users - Death from Cancer. Table S16 Death from Cancer (age in
base hazard). Table S17 All users - Death from External Cause.
Table S18 Death from External Cause (age in base hazard).
Table S19 All users - at least two years follow-up. Table S20 All
users - Death from Heart Disease, no Report Diagnosis or Interest
for Heart Attack or Stroke, no Smoking. Table S21 All users Death from Cancer, no Reported Diagnosis or Interest for
Cancer, no Smoking. Table S22 All users - Death from External
Cause, no Reported Diagnosis or Interest for Depression.
(PDF)
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